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Welcome to Green World Group

Green World Group is an internationally recognized educational institution offering industry oriented occupational safety and health courses to students and working professionals. GWG in Saudi Arabia provides participants with necessary training to improve their knowledge and skills to develop highly secured working environment which are healthy and risk-free for workers.

Meticulously designed by safety and health experts to meet international and national compliances, some of the outstanding courses offered by Green World Group are NEBOSH, IOSH, Lead Audit course, RoSPA, NVQ, ILM and National Diploma. Apart from this, GWG has indigenously developed and government of India recognized safety diploma courses which are made to meet the safety and health needs of workers belonging to different work environments.

Having state-of-the-art classrooms with world-class infrastructure, participants of various courses are provided with highly talented and experienced tutors along with well researched supportive study material. Apart from classroom education, the Group also offers e-learning and distance education modes to facilitate people who couldn’t devote time for classroom courses.

All the courses offered by Green World Group’s Saudi Arabia locations like Jubail, Dammam and Riyadh are employment-oriented and adhere to international safety standards necessary for the students to create their own safety procedures for achieving safe and secure work environments.

About Us

Ever since the establishment of “Green World Group” in 2006, the institution has been striving to provide customized safety services to working professionals, students and company-sponsored workers to increase the awareness level on occupational health and safety in different working environments. Following its growth path strictly on the basis of self-imposed ethics such as integrity, honesty and collaboration, GWG has been able to achieve one milestone after another since its humble beginning.

We offer well researched, industry specific and highly comprehensive safety and health courses which are bundled to enhance every participant’s knowledge and equip them with practical skills needed to thwart any form of occupational health hazard and risk. Simply put, all our courses are well designed by independent expert panels to meet the specific needs of our clients.

As all the courses are made to meet the specific industry-oriented health and safety standards and also comply with international and national safety standards, students passing out from GWG are well recognized by industries around the world. Some of the most outstanding courses offered by us are developed and approved by internationally-acclaimed UK boards such as NEBOSH and IOSH.

These courses, being offered at Saudi Arabia locations such as Riyadh, Jubail and Dammam, are the most prestigious ones in the field of industrial safety and health. We have been receiving phenomenal support from industries across the globe and that is why we could spread our wings far and wide within a short span and have training centers in Middle East, Africa and Indian sub-continent.

We, at “Green World Group”, update ourselves the safety concerns faced by industrial houses across the globe on a regular basis through frequent market surveys and research. Our occupational health and safety courses are intended to reduce accidents or fatalities thereby saving lives and avoiding losses faced by business houses.

As we make your workforce in-tune with the latest safety and health standards required to create congenial and secured work environment, you can be rest assured about the safety needs of your company and concentrate more on your business growth.
NEBOSH
- NEBOSH INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMA
- NEBOSH IGC
- NEBOSH ITC (OIL & GAS)
- NEBOSH IFC
- NEBOSH HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK

Iosh
- IOSH MANAGING SAFELY
- IOSH WORKING SAFELY

ROSERA ACCREDITED COURSES
- FIRST AID AWARENESS
- BASIC FIRE SAFETY
- ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

CPD APPROVED COURSES
- HAZWOPERM
- MOC in Process Safety

LEAD AUDITOR COURSES
- OHSAS 18001:2007
- OHSAS 18001 AWARENESS
- IMS INTERNAL AUDITOR TRAINING

NATIONAL DIPLOMA
- MASTER DIPLOMA IN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH, SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT RISK MANAGEMENT
- POST DIPLOMA IN POWER PLANT ENGINEERING, SAFETY & TECHNOLOGY [IAEA STANDARD]
- POST DIPLOMA IN HACCP
- POST DIPLOMA IN PETRO-CHEMICAL PROCESS SAFETY & ENGINEERING
- ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN CHEMICAL PLANT PROCESSING SAFETY & MANAGEMENT
- ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
- DIPLOMA IN FIRE ENGINEERING AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT
- DIPLOMA IN OFFSHORE SAFETY
- DIPLOMA IN INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
- DIPLOMA IN CONSTRUCTION SAFETY
- DIPLOMA IN ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY
- DIPLOMA IN FOOD SAFETY
- DIPLOMA IN ELECTRICAL SAFETY

For more list of courses log on to www.greenworldsaudi.com
OUR CLIENTS

Saudi Aramco
GSP
PEPSICO
Eithad Athee Telecom Company
GRANITE
DEMAG
Arabian Drilling Co.
SAPESCO
Petro Rabigh
SBM
ACIC
Samsung
KEMIA
BAZY
Tepe Akfen
TAV
Al-Toukhi
Salomi

Quality
Excellent
Good
OUR LOCATION

GREEN WORLD GROUP TRAINING CENTER
JUBAIL KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA
OFFICE # 613, BUSINESS TOWER # 101,
KING ABDUL- AZIZ STREET,
JUBAIL CITY, SAUDI ARABIA.
MOBILE NO : +966 50 5744304 / +966 53 2713044
/ +966 50 3325822
TEL. NO : +966 13 3638443 Ex 102 ,
MARKETING Ex 103 FAX. NO. : +966 13 3638442
EMAIL ID : info.saudi@greenwgroup.com

GREEN WORLD MANAGEMENT & TRAINING INSTITUTE
# 5/12 AMBALAVANAR STREET, 100 FEET ROAD,
ARUMBANKAM, CHENNAI - 600 106.
(LAND MARK: NEXT TO HOTEL VIJAY PARK)
TEL: 044 42845419.

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
GREEN WORLD SAFETY AND SECURITY CONSULTANCY LLC
SUITE #102, FIRST FLOOR, SAPPHIRE TOWER,
NEAR DNATA, DEIRA, DUBAI PO BOX -83127
PHONE NO: +971-04-2698807 CALL US ON: +971-055-7044902
E-MAIL: INFO@GREENWGROUP.COM